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SPECIFICATIONS

Model
Capacity

Cooling
Electric Installed Power Compressor Dim. W/D/H Packaging Dim. Net weight Gross Weight

ltr. Volt/ph/hz kw hp mm mm Kg kg

M10 10

air/water

220,380/1,3/50,60 4.6 3.0
550/780/1360 700/1080/1530

283 340

M15 15 220,380/3/50,60 5.3 4.0 295 350

M20 20 220,380/3/50,60 7.7 5.0
550/860/1400 700/1150/1550

335 400

M30 30 220,380/3/50,60 7.25 5.0* 384 450

M45 45 220,380/3/50,60 9.0 7.5* 620*1100*1450 700*1200*1650 435 490

BIG STORE GELATO BATCH FREEZERS

M10, M15, M20, M30, M45
The patented blender is the key to making smooth texture and proper overrun ice cream. The controller is combined with excellent

experience of gelato making with 8 kinds of language: 中文, English, Italiano, Polskie, Espanol, Deutsch, Türkçe and 日本语. There are 4

built-in programs: TIMER, HARDNESS, TEMPERATURE and DEVOLPER. They are fantastic for daily standard operation, also perfect flexible

for developing new desert products.

FEATURES
•Various capacity optional, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 45 liters cylinder available to meet the needs of different stores.

•USA ETL Sanitation and safety approved.

•High stability colorful large touch screen controller integrate rich experience of gelato chef. Various ice cream production control mode can

be flexibly selected, and can accurately adjust the temperature, visual perception, and texture hardness of ice cream according to the chef's

settings. It is also guaranteed that a brand can have an uniform taste and quality of ice cream in different stores and at different time. The

flexible developer program allows this ice cream maker to develop and produce an variety of frozen desserts.

•Operation interface equipped with rich information, and dynamically displays the entire production process.

•Optional suitable filling outlet and internally setting take out procedure to meet needs of ice cream factory production.

•Failure diagnosis system can help to recover a normal operation accurately and quickly.

•Redundant program design allows production even after all sensors failure.

•Multi-safety devices ensure the safety of users and machines.

•Blender and cylinder door can be disassembled easily, convenient for fast cleaning.

•Build in hand-held rinsing water spigot to speed up cleaning and production.

•High-pressure extruding material design can reduce the residual taste of different flavors, save production cost and increase production

efficiency.

•International acceptable refrigerate gas.



SPECIFICS

MODEL M10E M10E+

CYLINDER CAPACITY 10 L 10 L

MIX INPUT RANGE 2.5~6 L 2.5~6 L

HOUR ABILITY 20~40 L 20~40 L

COOLING WATER or AIR WATER or AIR

ELECTRIC
220V/1 or 3 PHASE/50,60 HZ
380V/3 PHASE/50,60HZ

220V/1 or 3 PHASE/50,60 HZ
380V/3 PHASE/50,60HZ

POWER CAPACITY 3.6 KW 3.6 KW

CONTROLS MECAHNIC TOUCH SCREEN

DIMENSIONS, LWH (mm) 933x488x1318 933x488x1318

Net weight (Kg) 255 260

Gross weight (Kg) 285 290

- production capacity is dependent on the ingredients used and the ambient temperature

ECONOMIC GELATO BATCH FREEZERS

M10E
FEATURES
Highly-efficient heating exchanging cylinders that enable fast production, reducing 20~30% electric and cooling water consumed

Touch buttons + mechanical controls that can overcome difficult electric conditions, guaranteeing a long lifetime even under heavy

workload

Masterly blender design that produces ice cream with smooth texture and a proper overrun

Extrude ice cream with a high-pressure design, avoiding residuals that cause flavors mixed

Convenient cleaning: blenders, cylinder doors and other parts which need daily cleaning can be dispatched and disassembled easily, and a

built-in hand-held rinsing water spigot to make cleaning very easy.

The ability to recover quickly with the help of a failure diagnosis system.

A multi-protection design that ensures the safety of users and machines.

International acceptable environmental friendly refrigerate gas.



SPECIFICS

MODEL M5
CYLINDER CAPACITY 4.8 L

MIX INPUT RANGE 1.5~2.6 L

HOUR ABILITY 20~40 L*

COOLING AIR

ELECTRIC 220V/1PHASE/50,60HZ
POWER CAPACITY 2.3 KW

CONTROLS MECAHNIC

DIMENSIONS, LWH (mm) 735x370x675

Net weight (Kg) 98

Gross weight (Kg) 118

*- production capacity is dependent on the ingredients used and the ambient temperature

SMALL COUNTER GELATO BATCH FREEZER

M5
Adopted patent design blender is the key to making smooth and high overrun ice cream. It has a high heat exchange efficiency of the

freezing cylinder structure, using a mechanical controller, with high stability, users can flexibly control the viscosity of the product. Small,

space saving but powerful for making high quality premium ice cream. It's fantastic for small ice cream /gelato shop, cafe bar, restaurant,

hotel or whereever and whoever wanna fresh and qualified ice cream.

FEATURES

It is suitable for daily production of a variety of fresh tastes, where production ability is not large.

The patented blender is one of the key guarantees for producing a smooth and smooth ice cream.

Mechanical controller is not sensitive to power supply fluctuations, and machine can work well even in the poor power supply area.

An variety of safety devices ensure the safety of users and machines.

Cleaning parts can be disassembled easily

International acceptable R404A refrigerate gas.



SPECIFICS

MODEL M1

CYLINDER CAPACITY 4.8 L

MIX INPUT RANGE 1~1.5 L

HOUR ABILITY 4~6 L*

COOLING AIR

ELECTRIC 220V/1 PHASE/50,60 HZ
POWER CAPACITY 0.85 KW

CONTROLS MECAHNIC

DIMENSIONS, LWH (mm) 463x472x361

Net weight (Kg) 66

Gross weight (Kg) 91

*- production capacity is dependent on the ingredients used and the ambient temperature.

FRESH COUNTER GELATO BATCH FREEZER

M1
It's for commerical purpose. Adopted patent design blender is the key to making smooth and high overrun ice cream. It has a high
heat-exchange efficiency of the freezing cylinder structure, using a mechanical controller, with high stability, users can flexibly control the
viscosity of the product. Small, space saving, but powerfulfor making high quality premium ice cream. It’s fantastic for small ice cream
/gelato shop, cafe bar, restaurant,hotel or whereever and whoever wanna fresh and qualified ice cream.

FEATURES
Small, space saving but powerful for make high quality premium ice cream.
It is suitable for not too much quantity but many flavors and fresh ice cream everyday.
Real fresh experience: machine will stop working when you open the lid, you can sell the ice cream while it’s still in the machine.
The patented blender is the key for producing a smooth ice cream.
Mechanical controller is not sensitive to power supply fluctuations, and machine can work well even in the poor power supply area.
An variety of safety devices ensure the safety of operator and machine.
Cleaning parts can be disassembled easily and fast.
International acceptable refrigerate gas.



SPECIFICATIONS

Model
Capacity

Cooling
Electric Installed Power Compressor Dim. W/D/H Packaging Dim. Net weight Gross Weight

ltr. Volt/ph/hz kw hp mm mm Kg kg

M5C 4.8+3

air/water

220/1/50,60 2.65+1.72 1.5
550/780/1360 700/1080/1530

283 340

M10C 10+7

220,380/3/50,60

4,60+2.10 4.0 295 350

M15C 15+10 5.30+2.10 5.0
550/860/1400 700/1150/1550

335 400

M20C 20+14 8.00+4.30 6.0 384 450

M30C 30+20 7.25+4.30 5** 620*1100*1450 700*1200*1650 410 490

HEAT-FREEZE COMBINATION GELATO MACHINES

M5C, M10C, M15C, M20C, M30C, M45C
FEATURES
Very compact and efficient design, one machine can easy to serve qualified premium ice cream with pasteurization and freezing together.
The patented blender is the key to making smooth texture and proper overrun ice cream. The controller combined
with excellent experience of gelato making. The built-in 4 programs: TIMER, HARDNESS, TEMPERATURE and DEVOLPER, they are fantastic for
daily standard operation, also perfect flexible for developing new desert products.

FEATURES
Machine combines heating and freezing two functions , they can work at the same time or individually.
The heating and cooling cylinders are connected by a movable sanitary valve. After the heating is completed, it is convenient to transfer the
mix to the freezing cylinder.
Various model optional, to meet the needs of different stores. There are 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 liters cylinder available.
USA ETL Sanitation approved.
Patented blender is the key guarantees for producing a smooth ice cream with proper overrun.
Operation interface equipped with rich information, and dynamically displays the entire production process.
Optional suitable filling outlet and internally setting take out procedure to meet needs of ice cream factory production.
Failure diagnosis system can help to recover a normal operation accurately and quickly.
Redundant program design allows production even after all sensors failure.
Multi-safety devices ensure the safety of users and machines.
Blender , heating cover and cylinder door can be disassembled easily , convenient for cleaning.
Build in hand-held rinsing water spigot to speed up cleaning and production.
High-pressure extruding material design can reduce the residual taste of different flavors, save production cost and increase production
efficiency.
International acceptable refrigerate gas.



Model
Capacity Mix Input Hour Ability

Cooling
Electric

Controls
Installed Power Compressor Dim. W/D/H Net weight Gross Weight

ltr. ltr. ltr. Volt/ph/hz kw hp mm Kg kg

MF2 5Lx2 1.0~2.5 x2 15x2

air 220/1/50,60 Touch+PLC

3.8 0.75x2 866/740/856 172 222

MF4 5Lx4 1.0~2.5 x4 15x4 7.6 0.75x4 1018/819/856 288 318

MF6 5Lx6 1.0~2.5 x6 15x6 11.4 0.75x6 1398/819/856 424 468

MF8 5Lx8 1.0~2.5 x8 15x8 15.2 0.75x8 1798/819/856 562 615

FRESH GELATO MACHINES

MF2, MF4, MF6, MF8
FEATURES
 All in one machine, Display, Batching and Freshness Beating. Producing, selling ice cream in one machine and in front of your customers.
 Touch buttons + PLC controls.
 LED stage lighting.
 Build-in multi-programs ready for different flavors. Yogurt, Chocolate, Fruit base, Milk-free base, Nut, Milk base, Granita, Smoothie and Custmize

programs avaliable.
 START UP RESERVATION. You can setup the parameter to let the machine automatically starts working in the morning, the the ice cream can

be ready when your shop open and your staff on duty.
 NIGHT MODE. In case of there is ice cream left when you closing your shop, you can keep it in the machine and active the night mode. It will

well keep the ice cream food safe and also fresh taste during night time by using minimum energy.
 Convenient cleaning: blenders, cylinder doors and other parts which need daily cleaning can be dispatched and disassembled easily
 The ability to recover quickly with the help of a failure diagnosis system.
 A multi-protection design that ensures the safety of users and machines.
 ISO9001 approved factory, only use high quality components to ensure product quality.
 International acceptable environmental friendly refrigerate gas.

NEW

+ + + +



SPECIFICATIONS

Model
Capacity

Cooling
Electric Installed Power Compressor Dim. W/D/H Packaging Dim. Net weight Gross Weight

ltr. Volt/ph/hz kw hp mm mm Kg kg

MIX30 30

air/water 220,380/3/50,60

4.35 2.0 440/1030/1100 600/1270/1295 177 227

MIX60 60 6.75 3.5 440/1030/1100 600/1270/1295 191 250

MIX120 120 9.75 5.0 620/1030/1100 730/1270/1295 246 320

MIX180 180 17.75 10.0 730/1400/1260 830/1500/1400 413 533

PASTEURIZATION HOMOGENIZATION AGEING MACHINES

MIX30, MIX60, MIX120,MIX180
This is a professional pasteurizer machine, which is used to process many kinds of mixes to achieve a delicate and soft taste and a more
mellow taste. Homogenization is to break large particles in sauce by high-speed physical shearing, the aging is through the impact of high
and low temperature, the macromolecules in the ingredients are further separated, and the substances that are not easily decomposed are
rapidly fermented. There are 9 builtin ready programs which integrate rich chef experience for standard products. 11 customize programs.
The patented beater is to making a smooth, exquisite, high quality product. The stable, reliable and accurate control performance
guarantees the consistency of the quality of different brands and products at different stores and in different periods.

FEATURES
Various capacity optional 30,60,120 and 180 liters available.
USA ETL Sanitation approved.
The patented blender ensure a smooth product.
High stability colorful large touch screen controller, built-in 9 standard and 11 customize programs.
Accurate control ability is to guarantee the unified taste and quality of a brand's products in different stores and at different time.
Operation interface equipped with rich information display and dynamically shows the entire production process.
Advanced auto-recovery function. If electric power or water failure happened during unattended time, the built-in AI program can ensure the
food hygiene, also it can maximally save your lost.
Optional printer interface reserved, it can print out all the data as per your local government sanitation department required.
Failure diagnosis system can help to recover a normal operation accurately and quickly.
Multi-safety devices ensure the safety of users and machines.
Blender, taking-out valve and cover can be disassembled easily, convenient for fast cleaning.
Build in hand-held rinsing water spigot to speed up cleaning and production.
International acceptable refrigerate gas.



SPECIFICATIONS

Model
Capacity

Cooling
Electric Installed Power Compressor Dim. W/D/H Packaging Dim. Net weight Gross Weight

ltr. Volt/ph/hz kw hp mm mm Kg kg

MIX15CP 150

air/water 220,380/3/50,60

3.30 2.0 443/753/1115 543/853/1315 185 225

MIX30CP 30 4.40 2.0 620/1025/1115 720/1125/1315 220 280

MIX60CP 60 6.80 3.5 620/1025/1115 720/1125/1315 250 330

PASTRY CUSTARD MACHINES

MIX15CP, MIX30CP, MIX60CP
It's a professional pasteurization pastry custard making machine. Suitable for processing high viscosity, heavy creamy mixed. It can produce
a variety of products including custard, pastry cream, yogurt, chocolate, puff fillings sauce and syrup etc. There are 9 standard programs and
11 customer programs available. The patented blender is good for producing a smooth creamy mix. It's very convenient to set up a
complicated customized program to realize multi-target-temperature with different holding time, different agitation speeds etc. Accurate
adjustment and control ability is to guarantee the unified taste and quality of a brand's products in different stores and different time
periods.

FEATURES
Various capacity optional, 15,30 and 60 liters available.
Product temperature up to 110 C
USA ETL Sanitation approved.
The patented blender ensure a smooth product.
High stability colorful large touch screen controller, built-in 9 standard and 11 customize programs.
Accurate control ability is to guarantee the unified taste and quality of a brand's products in different stores and at different time.
Operation interface equipped with rich information display and dynamically shows the entire production process.
Advanced auto-recovery function. If electric power or water failure happened during unattended time, the built-in AI program can ensure the
food hygiene, also it can maximally save your lost.
Optional printer interface reserved, it can print out all the data as per your local government sanitation department required.
Failure diagnosis system can help to recover a normal operation accurately and quickly.
Multi-safety devices ensure the safety of users and machines.
Blender, taking-out valve and cover can be disassembled easily, convenient for fast cleaning.
Build in hand-held rinsing water spigot to speed up cleaning and production.
International acceptable refrigerate gas.



Model
Cavity Capacity

Cooling
Cavity Dim. W/D/H Bakeware QTY. Ice Cream Pan QTY. Electric Installed Power Compressor Dim. W/D/H Packaging Dim. Net / Gross Weight

ltr. mm == Volt/ph/hz Volt/ph/hz kw hp mm mm Kg kg

MB2T 36

air

370x330300 == 1A/2B 220/1/50,60 3.30 5/8 720x640x440 543/853/1315 60/80

MB6T 122 630x448x435 6EB/3EB 4A/6B 220/1/50,60 4.40 1.5 750x750x960 720/1125/1315 150/180

MB12T 241 630x448x855 12EB/4EB 8A/12B 220,380/3/50,60 6.80 3 750x750x1450 720/1125/1315 190/230

MB18T 342 630x448x1215 18EB/7EB 12A/18B 220,380/3/50,60 4 750x750x1810 280/330

MB22T 425 690x508x1215 22UB/10EB 14A/22B 220,380/3/50,60 5+ 810x810x1810 300/360

MB36T 703 1292x448x1215 36EB/12EB 24A/36B 220,380/3/50,60 6 1468x750x1810 350/420

MB54T 1061 1348x648x1215 51EB/18EB 36A/54B 220,380/3/50,60 5 Semi 1468x950x1810 420/500

Europe bakeware size EB: 40x60x6 mm. USA size UB: WDH=45.7x67.2x6 mm. Wide ice cream tray A size: WDH=327x265x65 mm. Narrow ice cream tray B size: WDH=327x175x65 mm.

LOW TEMPERATURE BLAST FREEZERS/CHILLERS

MB2T, MB6T, MB12T, MB18T, MB22T, M36T, MB54T
High chill ability, performance and reliability. It's excellent for gelato & multipurpose freezing. The blast chillers can fast freezing the ice
cream (or other food) and reducing the central temperature of the food to a target level very quickly. Curbs the bacterium growing so as to
achieve hygienic. Shock freezing and prevent ice to appear thus to reserve original texture. The blast freezers designed and engineered for
the needs of restaurants, bakeries, pastry, ice cream production and medical treatment etc.
FEATURES
Various range of capacity options, 36,122,241,342,425,703,1061 liters.
Stainless steel frame interior/exterior.
Integral foam insulation door with electric heating.
Digital temperature controller with defrost option and digital display.
Temperature Range 0 Cto -39 C.
Auto switch turns off fans when door opened, avoid temperature lost.
Pierceable sensor probes, detecting the central temperature of product.
Fan & extended evaporator coil eliminate icing on interior walls.
Expansion valve provides quick pull down and decrease compressor run time.
Fin coil and forced air evaporator coil result in faster performance.
Adjustable cantilever shelves.
Heated drain pan dissipates condensation, no plumbing required.
Radiation direction diversion accessory optional.
Auto-close door design.
International acceptable refrigerate gas.



SPECIFICATIONS

Model
Capacity

Cooling
Electric Installed Power Compressor Dim. W/D/H Packaging Dim. Net weight Gross Weight

ltr. Volt/ph/hz kw hp mm mm Kg kg

MCB4 4x6 ltr/8x3 ltr

air 220/1/50,60

0.70 0.75 730*700*800 830*800*1000 114 154

MCB6 6x6 ltr/12x3 ltr 0.70 0.75 1000*700*800 1100*800*1000 139 180

MCB8 8x6 ltr/16x3 ltr 1.30 1.50 1270*700*800 1370*800*1000 158 200

MCB10 10x6 ltr/20x3 ltr 1.30 1.50 1540*700*800 1740*800*1000 178 220

POZZETTI GELATO SHOWCASE

MCB4, MCB6, MCB8, MCB10
Unique barrel freezer, perfectly show the romantic selling style of classic Italian gelato. Elegant style, heritage retro, simple and beautiful,
strong cooling, experienced technology, especially suitable for high temperature environment. Can be customized materials, colors, it can
easily embed the shop's overall decoration style.
FEATURES
·Various capacity optional, 4,6,8,10 available. They can be spliced and used to easily achieve more flavors.
·For 3 liter barrel, two barrels can be placed up and down, one for sell and another for storage.
·Top panel material: marble or stainless steel optional.
·Side panel material: stainless steel or wooden optional
·Digital temperature controller.
·Temperature Range 0˚C to -25˚C.
·Expansion valve provides quick pull down and decrease compressor run time.
·Fin coil and forced air evaporator coil result in faster performance.
·International acceptable refrigerate gas.

6 ltr, H=250 mm
3 ltr, H=128 mm



SPECIFICATIONS

Model
Capacity

Cooling
Electric Installed Power Compressor Dim. W/D/H Packaging Dim. Net weight Gross Weight

ltr. Volt/ph/hz kw hp mm mm Kg kg

MR4 4x6 ltr/8x3 ltr

air 220/1/50,60

0.70 0.75 1120*740*(920+930) 1220*840*1300 140 190

MR6 6x6 ltr/12x3 ltr 0.70 0.75 1370*740*(920+930) 1470*840*1300 160 220

MR8 8x6 ltr/16x3 ltr 1.30 1.50 1620*740*(920+930) 1720*840*1300 210 290

MR10 10x6 ltr/20x3 ltr 1.30 1.50 1870*740*(920+930) 1970*840*1300 230 330

POZZETTI GELATO CART

MR4, MR6, MR8, MR10
Unique barrel freezer cart is moveable. It's perfectly show the romantic selling style of classic Italian gelato. Elegant style, heritage retro,
simple and beautiful, strong cooling, experienced technology. It can be customized materials, curtain and colors.
FEATURES
For 3 liter barrel, two barrels can be placed up and down, one for sell and another for storage.
Top panel material: marble or stainless steel optional.
Side panel material: stainless steel or wooden optional
Digital temperature controller.
Original France made compressor, stable, quiet and efficient.
Temperature Range 0 C to -25 C.
Expansion valve provides quick pull down and decrease compressor run time.
Fin coil and forced air evaporator coil result in faster performance.
International acceptable refrigerate gas.

GLYCOL VERSION UP TO6 HOURS

HOLDING TEMPERATURE
WITHOUT ELECTRIC

6 ltr, H=250 mm
3 ltr, H=128 mm



Model
Capacity

Cooling
Electric Installed Power Dim. W/D/H Packaging Dim. Net weight Gross Weight

ltr. Volt/ph/hz kw mm mm Kg kg

MC12 12A/8B
Air
or

Remote air

220/1/50,60 1.45 1260/1088/1460 1420/1270/1560 140 275

MC16 16A/10B 220/1/50,60 1.90 1610/1088/1460 1790/1270/1560 160 375

MC18 18A/12B 220,380/1,3/50,60 2.10 1800/1088/1460 1800/1088/1460 210 430

MC24 24A/16B 220,380/1,3/50,60 2.85 2320/1088/1460 2510/1270/1560 230 590

CORA GELATO SHOWCASE

MC12, MC16, MC18, MC24
Very nice looking from inside structure to outside. To highlight the beauty of ice cream, cakes and other product from many aspects such as
visual effects, lighting arrangement, height, dimensions and others. Customized colors and logo, make it perfectly matching your store
style.
FEATURES
Various capacity optional, 12, 16, 18, 24 pans available. They can be spliced and used to easily achieve more flavors.
Europe ice cream try size optional.
Easy dropping curtain or sliding window available.
Digital temperature controller.
Advanced electrothermal coating film, efficiently defrosting and perfect defogging.
LED lighting, energy saving and bright.
Customize color, logo available.
Original France made compressor, stable, quiet and efficient.
Temperature Range 0 C to -25 C.
Expansion valve provides quick pull down and decrease compressor run time.
Fin coil and forced air evaporator coil result in faster performance.
Heated drain pan dissipates condensation, no plumbing required.
Good visual effects at low angles, considering children's height.

SIZE A.

325x176x65 327x176x100 360x165x120
SIZE B.

325x265x65 325x265x100



Model
Capacity

Cooling
Electric Installed Power Dim. W/D/H Packaging Dim. Net weight Gross Weight

ltr. Volt/ph/hz kw mm mm Kg kg

MC12 12A/8B
Air
or

Remote air

220/1/50,60 1.45 1260/1088/1460 1420/1270/1560 140 275

MC16 16A/10B 220/1/50,60 1.90 1610/1088/1460 1790/1270/1560 160 375

MC18 18A/12B 220,380/1,3/50,60 2.10 1800/1088/1460 1800/1088/1460 210 430

MC24 24A/16B 220,380/1,3/50,60 2.85 2320/1088/1460 2510/1270/1560 230 590

AYLIN GELATO SHOWCASE

MC12, MC16, MC18, MC24
Very nice looking from inside structure to outside. To highlight the beauty of ice cream, cakes and other product from many aspects such as
visual effects, lighting arrangement, height, dimensions and others. Customized colors and logo, make it perfectly matching your store
style.
FEATURES
Various capacity optional, 12, 16, 18, 24 pans available. They can be spliced and used to easily achieve more flavors.
Europe ice cream try size optional.
Easy dropping curtain or sliding window available.
Digital temperature controller.
Advanced electrothermal coating film, efficiently defrosting and perfect defogging.
LED lighting, energy saving and bright.
Customize color, logo available.
Original France made compressor, stable, quiet and efficient.
Temperature Range 0 C to -25 C.
Expansion valve provides quick pull down and decrease compressor run time.
Fin coil and forced air evaporator coil result in faster performance.
Heated drain pan dissipates condensation, no plumbing required.
Good visual effects at low angles, considering children's height.

SIZE A.

325x176x65 327x176x100 360x165x120
SIZE B.

325x265x65 325x265x100



CONTACT MEHEN GLOBE

ZABI GELATERIA MACHINES (EAST AFRICA)

contact. Mugenyi Billy

tel. +256-785565626, 705877457

billy@soirya.com

MEHEN FOOD MACHINE MANUFACTURE CO., LTD.

Xinling North Road 1, Chunhua Street, JiangNing

District, NanJing, 211122, CHINA

mob/whatsapp/wechat. +86-132 7662 8000
www.mehen.com
sales@mehen.com

EXOLEX PTY LTD (AUSTRALIA)

Bravo Loop, Pakenham, Victoria 3810, Australia

Contact. Joshua McAllister

mob. +61 421 396 331

mehen@exolex.com.au

H&M COMPANY USA, INC (USA)

Showroom: 45401 Research Ave., Fremont,

CA 94539

Henry He /manager

tel. +1 (408) 899-9068

www.hmcompanyusa.com

ARREDO PROJECT DI SIDOTI CARMELA (ITALY)

Via Venezia, 426 – 93012 Gela (CL)

tel.: +39-9331945043

mob./whatsApp.+39-3495861776, 3396263626

https://www.mehenitalia.com

info@mehenitalia.it

MONTGELATO SRL(URUGUAY)

Democracia 2015, Montevideo

contact. Jorge Picardo

tel:+598-24016955 cel. +598-99643288

www.montgelato.com

info@montgelato.com

ROMDO DondurmaMakinesi(TURKEY)

Sarıgöl mah. Ordu Cad. No:69-71/A

Gaziosmanpaşa İstanbul

contact. Firat Suleyman Celik

tel. +90-2124174008, mob. 5379673623

www.romdo.com.tr romdogida@gmail.com

http://www.hmcompanyusa.com/
http://www.romdo.com.tr

